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CSCsq50837 Bug Details

Unable to poll the ciscoMgmt

Symptom:

When trying to poll any of OID from the ciscoMgmt MIB we are getting

SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.9.9 = No Such Object available on this agent at this OID

Workaround:

Add

snmp-server view v1default ciscoMgmt included
in the configuration of the device.

Further Problem Description:

The MIBs are correctly shown in the sh snmp mib command, but when trying to make a

snmpwalk on the device, these under CiscoMgmt MIB seems to be hidden. To create a

view showing this MIB will solve the issue as a workaround.

Status

Fixed

(Resolved)
Severity

3 - moderate

Product

Cisco IOS software

Technology

IP Application

Services

1st Found-In

12.0(32)SY6
Known Affected

Versions 

Fixed-In

12.0(32)SY7

Component(s)

snmp

Related Bug Information

FlashInformationfor12Knot returned from Cisco Flash mib(ver:12.0(32)SY6)

Symptom: The 12K devices are not returning Flash device,FLash Partition and
Flash File information from the MIB for specific software image. Conditions: This

problem is found in the software version "12.0(32)SY6" Workaround: Checked

the Flash information in "OLD-CISCO-FLASH-MIB" and no values are showing up

in this MIB also. Further Problem Description: Since the Flash information is

not showing up ,physical inventory is not modeling which affects in getting some
ANA features (NEIM and Config)for this software image.

Unable to receive SNMP responses for CISCO-PROCESS-MIB objects

Symptom: Unable to obtain CISCO-PROCESS-MIB object information via SNMP

query. Conditions: Running 12.0(32)SY6 on a 12404 router, issue any
snmpwalk or bulkwalk of any objects defined in CISCO-PROCESS-MIB

(.1.3.6.1.4.1.9.9.109) and the response will be "No Such Object available on this

agent at this OID". Workaround: None at this time. Further Problem

Description:

Interpreting This Bug

Bug Toolkit provides access to the latest raw bug data so you have the

earliest possible knowledge of bugs that may affect your network, avoiding

un-necessary downtime or inconvenience. Because you are viewing a live

database, sometimes the information provided is not yet complete or
adequately documented. To help you interpret this bug data, we suggest

the following:

The status of this bug is Resolved. The problem described in the bug

report is "fixed-in" all release versions targeted to be fixed and all

changes have been successfully tested. Normally, the assigned engineer
moves a bug report into this state.

The fix is contained in the next major release following any or all of the

versions listed in the "fixed-in" section.

The "fixed-in" version may not be available for download yet until all the
other bugs targeted to be fixed for that major release are processed. No

release date information is available to Bug Toolkit. Please check the

software download section frequently to look for a new version.

Sometimes the bug details, when available, contain the "fixed-in" version

information or link to the upgrade or patch.
Any "workaround" listed in the bug details section is generally provided

as a way to circumvent the bug until the code fix has been completed;

often in lieu of downgrading to a non-affected version of code.

Check for a release later than these listed versions in software download

center.
The "fixed-in" version may not be available for download yet until all the

other bugs targeted to be fixed for that major release are processed. No

release date information is available to Bug Toolkit. Please check the

software download section frequently to look for a new version.

Always check the software release notes before performing any upgrade
to understand new functionality and open bugs not yet fixed.

In certain rare circumstances, we are unable to fix the bug in all versions

in which it is found. The bug will still have a 'fixed' status. Please open a

service request with the Technical Assistance Center if you are being
impacted by a bug in this condition.

This bug has a Moderate severity 3 designation. Things fail under

unusual circumstances, or minor features do not work at all, or things fail

but there is a low-impact workaround.

This is the highest level for documentation bugs. (Bug Toolkit may not
provide access to all documentation bugs.)

This bug may not affect the IOS-running product you selected but is

provided as a possible match. Remember IOS bugs are rarely platform-

specific but all platforms do not necessarily allow the use of all the
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features included in a given IOS release. For this reason, Bug Toolkit

could display a bug that obviously doesn't affect your platform.

This bug may not affect your version but was returned as a likely

possibility since it was introduced but not fixed within the version range
you are searching (See Known Affected Versions link.)

Severity levels are designated by the engineering teams working on the

bug. Severity is not an indication of customer priority which is another

value used by engineering teams to determine overall customer impact.

Bug documentation often assumes intermediate to advanced
troubleshooting and diagnosis knowledge. Novice users are encouraged

to seek fully documented support documents and/or utilize other support

options available.

Save Bug Save this bug and set email notifications

This bug is provided for informational purposes only.
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